Dear IUTA-Committee-Team,
I’m Mark Hohe-Dorst from Germany, 44 years old and declare my interest to be a candidate of
the IUTA for the next period.
My motivation is to make a good thing better. The second reason is that I’m ready to give
something back to the athletes and organizers than always to take.
My main goals are to improve the IUTA-website, so that it is viewable on mobile devices and
that it includes more actual news. Another objective is to update the IUTA-Facebook-Page with
actual informations (photos, result lists, etc.) about an event to keep all people informed. The
biggest goal is to bring the “Brutal Events” of Claire Smith and the “Enduroman” events of Edgar
Ette to the IUTA. Another objective is to install votes (more democracy) for example about the
world cup ranking system. Some of these points and some more improvements are in work
already. I’m sure that it is possible to achieve all that goals with the right members and positive
thinking.
My personal goal in the IUTA-Committee is to act as Chairman. Since I know a lot of athletes an
organization team members, my wish is to be the link between these parties. Verbal and written
communication are my strength.
I’m a ultratriathlon competitor since my fist start at the “Triple” in Lensahn 2009. Til today I
finished 7 “Double”, 10 “Triple” and 3 “Deca” in several countries. My success rate is 100%. That
is my desired target of project work within the IUTA also. Another background is that I made a
complete ultratriathlon statistic on basis of Hans-Joachim Dilg’s “Ultratriathlon-Yearbook 2010”.
I want to offer many of that details on the website, similar to the website of the “Triple” in
Lensahn/Germany.
One last question: What does that sentence mean? “In order to validate these applications we
ask that each of these applications be supported by two members in good standing of the IUTA”
That’s it. 
Please confirm my application.
Many greetings from Frankfurt/Germany,
Mark Hohe-Dorst

